Large Print Keyboard

- Large print Bluetooth keyboards come in a variety of sizes, as well as connectivity options: iPad, Mac, Win, Android
- Variety of color contrast options
- Mini keyboards are compact and portable, while larger keyboards can be more stable, and have the option of a number pad and backlighting
- For further customization, keyboard stickers can be added

How Can I Learn How to Use It?

- [https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/k/keyboard-shortcut.htm](https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/k/keyboard-shortcut.htm)  
  Overview of keyboard shortcuts
- [https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/s/stickyke.htm](https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/s/stickyke.htm)  
  Explanation of Sticky Keys
- [https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/t/toggleke.htm](https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/t/toggleke.htm)  
  Explanation of Toggle Keys
- [https://logickeyboard.com/shop/largeprint-1141s1.html](https://logickeyboard.com/shop/largeprint-1141s1.html)  
  Ideas for options of types of keyboards

Where Can I Get Ideas on How to Use It with Students?

- [https://www.perkinselearning.org/technology/blog/strategies-teaching-touch-typing-students-visual-impairments](https://www.perkinselearning.org/technology/blog/strategies-teaching-touch-typing-students-visual-impairments)
- [https://www.perkinselearning.org/technology/blog/typio-online-web-based-self-voicing-typing-program](https://www.perkinselearning.org/technology/blog/typio-online-web-based-self-voicing-typing-program)
- [https://sharons-shortcuts.ie/category/shortcut-of-the-week/windows-key-shortcuts/](https://sharons-shortcuts.ie/category/shortcut-of-the-week/windows-key-shortcuts/)